SGA Campus Council Agenda
October 15, 2014
JRC209, 8 pm

Roll Call
LaKerRoje: Senator Bautz, Senator Castano, Senator Sigel
Jamaland: Senator Findlay, Senator Mitrou
Loosehead: Senator Lee, Senator Strain, Senator Mages
OCCO/OCNCO: Senator Gupta, Senator Keen, Senator Turbides GONE
Smounker: Senator Binversie, Senator Koirala
Clangrala: Senator Ogbuagu LATE, Senator Weidman
Canada: Senator Hamilton, Senator Hoegh, Senator Pitcher
Cabinet: President Awe, VPSA Iordache, VPAA Ihrie, ACE Goreham, ACE Hautzinger,
DOC Brooks, Treasurer Magar, Assistant Treasurer Serunjogi, Concerts Ruiz Espigares,
Services Fang, Admin Lange

Soapbox
Anyone can address Campus Council for one minute about concerns they have about the college, SGA, or anything else they believe should be brought to the attention of SGA.

Minutes
None

Upcoming Events
Oct 16 - Thursday: 4:15-5:15pm, JRC 225
**OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS: INVITE YOUR FRIENDS**
“Life Skills” Workshop with members of the Alumni Council
Come learn about networking/elevator speeches as well as financial literacy!
Refreshments are provided.

8pm JRC203 / SEC / Documentary screening of Urbanized

SATURDAY HOME FOOTBALL GAME
SOCCER GAMES ON SATURDAY AS WELL

Fall Break hours for the Marketplace
Begin on Saturday October 18 and go through Saturday October 25.
Light breakfast 9-10 am
Lunch 12-1 pm
Dinner 6-7 pm
(No breakfast on Sunday mornings)
Sunday October 26
Lunch 11:30 am-1 pm
Dinner 5-7 pm

Meals2Go for students will be available Monday through Friday. The Spencer Grill will be closing for break on Friday, October 17 at 4 pm. Regular hours will resume on Sunday, October 26 at 1 pm.

Budgets

SPC
No budgets for CC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Granted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/13/2014</td>
<td>Chinese Student Association</td>
<td>$104.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/13/2014</td>
<td>Industry Dance Group</td>
<td>$185.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/13/2014</td>
<td>Synchronized Swimming</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Treasurer Magar – SPC cut the hair pieces because we thought it would be unhygienic to reuse and Industry dance group is appealing for the full amount of their budget.

Senator Gupta -MOTION TO AMEND THE BUDGET TO THE FULL AMOUNT REQUESTED
KEEN SECONDED

BEN VAUN Industry is the only contemporary dance group on campus, we are getting our clothing for the year. We are going to reuse most of the stuff this semester and next semester. Everything was approved except the hairpieces and hair extensions because they are sanitary to reuse, they will be donated to the SRC and the drag closet. We plan on donating the clothing that is also sanitary to donate. I have asked the group to donate $11.25 so we can offset the price and give back a little bit. We plan to have another show this semester beyond drag show. So we are requesting the full $240.35.

Senator Hoegh – so we can’t fund the hair pieces?

Treasurer Magar – so we can’t pay for things that people would keep

Senator Hoegh – so you are going to reuse these?

BEN yes, we will donate these to the SRC. They are caps and they are extensions so for sanitary reasons, you just need to spray on.
DOC Brooks - just wondering, is the SRC willing to donate some?
BEN we aren’t an SRC group so they won’t have much money for us anyways because they use it for their own trips
Senator Bautz – for clarification why wasn’t SPC giving the money for the wigs?
Treasurer Magar – now that they are donating them, we can fund them because they are being reused
ACE Hautzinger – how does the rest of the budget for the semester look?
Treasurer Magar – $55 isn’t a huge deal given the amount of the budget we have left for the semester

VOTE TO AMEND THE BUDGET TO THE ORIGINALLY REQUESTED AMOUNT
APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING APPEAL
PO Aldrich - this amendment is for $900, I understand this request was to accommodate underwater speakers. Motion to amend the budget from $130 to $1,030
President Awe - motion to amend
Senator Bautz – second
Treasurer Magar – When they presented the budget, we thought the speakers would be reasonable but we asked if they had spoken with athletics. It was my understanding that they hadn’t spoken to athletics because this would affect other water sports groups. So we tabled the budget
TEODORA Swimmers travel throughout the pool during the performance so it is important for the entire pool to have music covered, we are asking for speakers to cover 30x30---the size of the pool requires two speakers. We have talked to the athletic department and the coach didn’t give me a final answer as to whether we wouldn’t get any funding, but she encouraged me to appeal to you guys because water polo gets most of their budget from SPC. They are not going to be used by any team, they cannot be installed in the pool so they would be pulled in and pulled out for synchronized swimming.
Senator Koirala - you guys use the Olympic pool and not the diving one?
TEA no, the diving pool is not large enough
Senator Koirala - so Magar, can they not get funding from the Frisbee and water polo budget?
Treasurer Magar – no, that is a specific funding group that is for competitive sports that have been together for over 4 years.
Senator Strain – so if the polo group came in here and asked for that money, how would that work hypothetically?
Treasurer Magar – so we had an interesting conversation with Michael Sims and we are not supposed to use the money from the college for anything beyond travel—so we may have to wait until next semester if we wanted to fund something like this.
Senator Weidman - so did coach Hurley give you an idea as to when you will have a final answer?
TEA it is unclear when she will have a final answer on funding
Senator Hoegh – I am wondering if you plan on having any competition dates set in stone
TEAS as of right now, we have 10 members that are mostly beginners. We are covering most of the basics right now, so we aren’t at the place to do intercollegiate competition but we plan on doing a showcase in the spring to open it up to the wider Grinnell community. We would love for it to become something for Grinnell, not just the college.
Senator Bautz – I am just wondering what the impact would be if we waited for the funding for the speakers
TEA Well, we could continue to do the basics and work on technique but we will not be able to have equal training or properly practice routines.
VPSA Iordache – how long do you think it would take for athletics to get you an answer? I understand that you can’t perform but I am just wondering what the timeline would look like
TEA if it is something that happens during fall break, I don’t think it would be the end of the world
BEN - I just wanted to comment having to go through funding for athletics in the past and they didn’t get back to us until mid summer and it was for a different amount than we expected
Senator Hamilton - I will say that my dad works in athletics and they aren’t going to cover something like this
Senator Findlay – I would say that I originally thought 900 was a lot of money but now I think this is awesome. This is a student group and not an athletic one, it is students underwater dancing.

Senator Mitrou – Are you planning to try and become a competitive team in the future? TEA I do think that over time, we could have a strong duet or solo—so going competitive could become one of the plans but most larger teams would be 8 person teams so this is a process that would take a long time. Getting the speakers would be a long process, and you need a firm that you rely on and have them get it to you. This is not a two day kind of thing.

Senator Ogbuagu - if we do fund you—do you know that you would get a firm that would be able to do this

TEA yes, we do have a firm but we do not know how long it would take them to get it to us

Senator Koirala - I think the person that you need to talk to is Ben Cooprider because he is in charge of the facilities. Also, do you need two speakers?

TEA yes, we would definitely need two speakers because it is movement based throughout the pool—otherwise it isn’t proper synchronized swimming and is boring to watch

Treasurer Magar – just to clarify, you do know you can get them for $900, right?

TEA yes we do have a firm to do that

PO Aldrich - all in favor of moving the budget to include the $900
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BUDGET PASSES

ACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>Requested</th>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>CC?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico Solidarity Network</td>
<td>$520</td>
<td>$520</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Brown-Queer Cultures Week</td>
<td>$367</td>
<td>$367</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemocracy-Queer Cultures Week</td>
<td>$417</td>
<td>$417</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kelly Guilbeau, CLS

KELLY career counselor in the CLS, wants to see students thoughts on some ideas of what we should do---use you guys as sort of a pilot focus group. I hope you are familiar with the CLS, and what we are all about. With our name change several years ago, we added in that life component to be the center for life careers and service. So we are trying to figure out what that ‘life’ looks like, and how does that not overlap with what SHACs or other departments do. I want you to feel free to say whatever you want to say and have no repercussions. One program we see is important is to have a life skills program to specifically address what we were thinking originally would be some technical hard life skills that once you graduate, once you’re not living on campus, once you are out of living underneath the umbrella of Grinnell and the resources and support you have here. Housing stuff—what is a mortgage? How do you buy a house? How does rent work in large cities? Car stuff? Buying a car? Maintenance? Food stuff? How do you cook for yourself nutrition wise, outside of the dining hall? Obviously the huge part is money stuff—how do you save money? Taxes? Life management? Dress? So we all know that information needs to be addressed sometime, and we don’t want this to just be like every other workshop we have where we have issues having students show up.

How do we get students to these specific life skills things if we all know it is a necessary life skill that we need? These are all just musing that we have had. The other side of this, is this even something that students think of as being ‘life skills’? maybe this is more like soft skills, or value clarification, or ‘where am I even going in life’ type discussions?

So any initial questions?

So....life? What does it mean to you? I guess in context, what can CLS do?

HATZINGER how do taxes work

President Awe - yeah, and how do you keep calm when you know the man is taking money from you for good purposes
Senator Findlay – I like the idea of the tax question, especially having support for financial aid. I also like the big ‘life’ question—like a support group for people that have no idea what they are wanting to do.

Senator Hoegh – yeah, and I think that we tend to focus on life skills in regards to good grades and grad school—but what about other things like being good at life like being a good family member.

Senator Strain – I don’t know if this is just me, but sometimes I think we have issues seeing beyond Grinnell. Many students are thinking about right now, life at Grinnell, so I think if you advertise it as ‘I get that you are thinking about right now but you should think about beyond Grinnell’

Senator Findlay – I know that there are issues getting students to these events, but branding could be helpful.

President Awe - I do know there are issues getting students though these events, but having them off campus might be helpful. Like getting off campus at saints rest, but also I would advocate for like a senior life group.

ACE Goreham –I think also talking about if you think you are going to do X and doing X, but how do you know you have everything else in line.

AC Lange - also, how do we talk about family life on top of professional development?

Senator Bautz – I am interested in hearing how you make relationships inside the office place, or outside of the office place?

ACE Hautzinger– yeah, if you have people sign up to give these talks.

President Awe - I think having professors and other staff members that did things before Grinnell, it would be interesting to hear from people that did one thing to show that ‘yeah maybe I can go do consulting for 10 years, and then go back to academia’

VPSA Iordache – or how do you put social homework on your schedule as a professional.

Senator Mages - also a support group for students that are helping fund for their own education---or how to budget to pay for your student loans.

AC Lange - also how do you prepare for retirement as a young person because that is something we are unaware of.

Senator Bautz – also, something about how to bank well.

KELLY so that is a good segue—how do we market this as a way to get students to come
EVERYONE food
Senator Findlay – we already have events for people to get food, so it needs something more
Senator Mitrou – involving faculty also really gets students that go to their class to come to their events
President Awe - faculty also undervalue their influence so getting faculty involvement is actually really influential even though they don’t tell us about their talks until afterwards
VPAA Ihrie - I also think changing the formatting of the posters for the CLS for these events, make them more basic because they are typically informative but we just need more clarity
AC Lange - yeah, basic questions with date, time and place are very effective
President Awe - yeah, Grinnell students are basic. We just need basic info and it works.
PO Aldrich - I can’t emphasize the cooking thing enough, just saying show up to the kitchen at this time and ‘learn how to cook --- dish’
Senator Bautz – we previously had an exco like that and it was enormously successful
Senator Mitrou – so there is already a class like that, but getting a database together of things that are going on on campus that we can all be aware of so that maybe the CLS doesn’t need to do all of the things.

KELLY yeah, we have lots of issues of things happening on campus that might overlap that we don’t get to be aware of
Senator Bautz – sometimes I hear of workshops with the CLS that are from 4:15-5:30 and I won’t go because I have to leave early. Also, I could see an interest in having a room with one guy to talk about taxes, another to talk about retirement, etc. where you can work yourself around the room
KELLY does anyone see anything against doing this?
Senator Ogbuagu - I fully support these ideas, I think these should be not super generic but rather more applicable advice immediately—rather than replication of information we were given in high school. That way, in case someone is interested in what you’re saying—there is a way they can immediately apply that knowledge. Is this in the class newsletter, or has it gone to the student body in another way yet?
KELLY, so I haven’t put it out to the full student body yet. I would like to have a follow up student group—we could post some questions on our Facebook page and get some feedback on there. It isn’t super active, but we are working on that.

Senator Gupta -the email always seems to block all the features for me, so I seem to not always see the message because it doesn’t pop out to me.

DOC Brooks - I suggest reaching out to the MLC because they are always interested in work on life skills events.

KELLY also, what I am working on is an events series out @ work. These events are all going to be about identity at the workplace, about identities that we have at Grinnell that translate into work in the world outside of Grinnell the first will be about LGBTQ, I hope to maybe do one in the spring on religious spirituality in the work place. Maybe will overlap on this philosophical life stuff.

Any other feedback, comments or questions?

Dixon Romeo, updates from Disability and Accessibility Town Halls

ROMEO So I sit on the disability and accessibility task force, with Jen Brooks as the other student. This our charge, and our four points which I was not allowed to edit that Joyce Stern wanted us to share with you. (Reads charge about reviewing commendations of the disability and accessibility consultant that come in to overview our facilities.) We had the town hall to discuss what the campus climate is on these issues. (Read overarching themes from the town hall feedback.) So going forward, we are finalizing plans for implementing these takeaways. There is going to be a new loop system but in JRC101 which is better for hearing, which means the sound will travel across the room from the front to back in order to be hearing friendly. We are giving information to the ARH and Carnegie plans persons to make sure it is rebuilt with proper designs. I want to hear from the students how we can hear student’s questions/concerns/thoughts?

VPSA Iordache – do you all have money? A project has fallen on me after the town hall that might require money.

ROMEO I am not sure, Angela and Joyce were the ones that talked about money things when that came up.
Senator Mages - what would be cool is to put some information to charge students to get excited about the issues—is there information that we can put up from the report from the consultant?

President Awe - yeah, I think our issue is not knowing what our issues are for accessibility when they aren’t our own issues. So if we could make a video on campus to explain some of the issues and that we intend to deal with them, share it on social media and get some awareness growth

Senator Mitrou – could we see the report?

ROMEO Well, it spends like 10 pages talking about hallways and I do not know if we can share it.

Senator Hoegh – I am wondering if there are things like not using the elevators, or not using stalls in the bathroom that are accessible, is your main focus on trying to make the engineering and the buildings more accessible or are there other things that you are doing to make the students more mindful?

ROMEO well, I guess our answer is both. With buildings, there isn’t much we can do in the short term but I am here to ask what we should be doing in order to make everyone more aware of this stuff. I am wanting to know ways that we can make stuff more visible

DOC Brooks - one thing I am wondering, is if we can encourage people to hold events in accessible spaces. We need students to take action to make things more inclusive. I have a quick question about spaces---are they going to redo the Main elevator at any time because it breaks down very frequently.

ROMEO Yeah, what we talked about was mainly ARH the forum and Carnegie. The Main elevator, they are supposed to be trying to fix it I think.

VPSA Iordache – what did you talk about with the forum?

ROMEO Yeah, the forum is a big issue even for able bodied people. The guy who designed the building is now a paraplegic person and he came back 5 years ago and he couldn’t even look at the building that he built.

Senator Koirala - yeah, I think talking about disability could be a part of our discussions during NSO. I know that autumn is a part of res life and res life does orientation so that might be a thing to talk about.

ROMEO so yeah, one thing we talked about was doing training for faculty and staff, but also SAs. This training might go through the way we train faculty for tutorial, so we can
cover all faculty through cycles. They don’t typically show up to all faculty trainings otherwise.

**Committee Reports**

**P-Card Committee Report:**
We discussed some technological changes, such as the purchase of two new p-card ID printer. Additionally, an addition to the p-card policy was suggested to clarify the use of p-card images for staff. We also touched on formatting issues for the p-card policy on the new website. I brought up my suggestion for a p-card reader in the concessions stand, which is my senator project. The Committee urged me to submit a formal written request detailing the impact and cost of my proposal. They would like me to present to them:

- a) the purpose of the change
- b) who is responsible for Concession Sales
- c) the number and type of events at which it would be used
- d) Who would be responsible for financial details

**Dining Committee Report:**
We discussed the recent troubles with the Meals 2 Go program regarding the temporary shutdown of the program. As many of us know, the program was closed temporarily last week due to a lack of containers. The shut-down achieved its intended goal by encouraging students to return containers. However, about 600 containers still are floating about, either in trash receptacles or throughout campus. We discussed how to get the message across to students that returning the containers is an essential part of this program. Hopefully, alternative measures will not have to be taken and we can rely on the time-tested principle of self-gov to keep this program intact. It was also agreed upon, mainly through the positive collaboration of Iulia and Jen Jacobsen, to make the dining hall available at night during this mid-sems week from 10-2, provided that caffeinated beverages not be served. We also further discussed options to improve the backpack situation in front of the d hall during busy times. Changes to the coat racks were suggested in addition to the proposed portable racks for backpacks.

**Cabinet Reports**

**Concerts Updates**

**VPAA Report**
The SGA Judicial Review and Oversight Committee is officially composed of Professor Johnson (background in GWSS and Law), Sarah Sherrell '15, and our Presiding Officer, Peter Aldrich '15. Any constitutional complaints can be submitted to [JROC].

I would really like to gather your feedback on the experimental classrooms in ARH. (newly renovated classrooms with computers on 1st & second floors). These were
designed in preparation for the ARH/Carnegie building project, so it's really important to find out whether or not these classrooms were something students liked or disliked.

There are 7 students, a mix of SEPC/Senators/interested persons, who are attending three different faculty planning forums as part of the preparations for the ARH/Carnegie building project. I promise there will be later opportunities for more students to voice their opinions, but these are sessions meant for the faculty so the number of students invited to attend is rather small, but very representative.

Student Curriculum Committee will be meeting with Jason Maher, our Registrar, to discuss a timetable (i.e. when classes are scheduled during the day) that is in the works. Nothing final has been decided. This is a very preliminary presentation in order to solicit student feedback. We will meet at 8PM on Thursday somewhere in JRC. (I still need to reserve the room.)

Senator Mitrou – I want to ask about the winter meeting for the trustees and they aren’t meeting here—does that meeting already have an SGA session planned even if it is a conference call? How do we keep that relationship going

President Awe - yeah, we are already having discussions about what to do about that. I will keep you all updated.

Concerts Ruiz Espigares - I wanted to let you guys know that concerts is starting to book the spring line up, and people don’t usually think that we book things really far ahead. Ask people to share any input that they have for bookings.

Senator Findlay – are the rest of the concerts for this semester scheduled already? On the website right now?

Concerts Ruiz Espigares - yeah, they are all on there right now.

VPAA Ihrie - The committee for the building project really needs some feedback, we are currently in faculty session and students will happen later. If you currently have any thoughts about why you really don’t like ARH, please email them to arhcarnegieplanning@grinnell.edu. Did you see something cool at another school you visited, something you wish we had, etc. Secondly I would really like you to share the word that we all have free subscription to NYTimes app. You go to NYTimes.com/passes and you just have to sign up with your Grinnell email address. My last thing is that something that has been in the works this semester that I have been apart of—the faculty is now forced to figure out a new timetable. When I say timetable I mean what times things are schedule throughout the day. This is due to a faculty procedure. We are currently in a testing time table right now. They have been testing this for three years,
and they either now have to return to the previous system or use a new one. There is a new system in the works. Faculty have been asking for a long time to create more spaces that they can offer classes in and the way the registrar has been able to figure that out is to have the long class period meet from 12-1:50 on Monday/Wednesday/Friday—but only two of those days. The only change would be that class now start in the afternoon at 1pm so we would now be done with classes at 3:50. That is one change, but none of this is decided yet so I want to do a straw poll. Another change is that the classes could be offered from 12-1:50 on M/W/F.

I want to take a poll regarding how you feel yes/no about 12-1:50. Just 12-1:50 which could also mean 2-3:50 after. So yes, this would offer support to more spaces.
AC Lange - what would this do to convocation time set aside?
VPAA Ihrie - yeah this would set aside hours for community time on Tuesdays/Thursdays 11am-1pm. I believe current seniors are the only ones that remember convocation as being at 11am.
ACE Hautzinger – I feel like this could be back for student health, so would this have breaks at other times?
VPAA Ihrie - this would be offering up just some time from 12-1:50. Currently there are only 24 times that you can have a class during the week so this new schedule would offer about 32 or 33 option for professors to schedule their class during.
INFORMAL STRAW POLL – 18 support having class offered from 12-1:50. ~10 said no.
I need to go to curriculum committee and let them know what students might have as immediate reactions. Jason is coming to present tomorrow evening at 7pm the whole thing.
My other question is what if we had classes no longer start at 12:45 but rather 1, and ending at 3:50.
Senator Mages - what would that do in regards to enabling professors to offer more classes?
VPAA Ihrie - that doesn’t do that much, but it would allow faculty meetings to begin at 3:50 rather than 4:15. Also, these things would affect athletes or lab students. This would give us all a little time to stay after and ask questions of professors, etc.
INFORMAL STRAW POLL one is against move away from 12:45.
I am wondering why so many people are supporting a noon class time.
Senator Hoegh – I think we already don’t have normal work days, so eating lunch at 11 isn’t that big of a deal.
ACE Goreham – I think getting done earlier is also very helpful and getting time to do other things is useful.
Concerts Ruiz Espigares - as a double major it is very difficult to get seminars in for both majors so having more time would be useful
Senator Bautz – it also would be helpful for students that try to take classes across divisions—such as science students and social studies classes having many clashes.
ACE Hautzinger– how would the DHALL deal with these things?
VPAA Ihrie -they are already start serving normal lunch before 11am so it shouldn’t be a change
Assistant Treasurer Serunjogi- what about things that we do over the noon hour?
VPAA Ihrie -yeah, we would then have two hours between Tuesday and Thursdays that no one would have classes during
Senator Pitcher - does this eliminate 10-11:20 am classes on Tuesday Thursdays
VPAA Ihrie - yes, we would change that time
Senator Hamilton - have we looked at what other colleges are doing?
VPAA Ihrie - yeah we are kind of weird for not having classes at noon, most other liberal arts colleges do. Thank you guys for your feedback.

Senator Reports

Smounker

Here is my Senator Report:
Regarding our 10/10 care-package thingy, the chips and water were all distributed to our constituents on Saturday morning. Personally, I thought 10/10 went well and did not witness or hear of any troubling events. Nirabh and I are planning our Hall Council event for after Fall Break, and plan to start disseminating info to our Smounkerites before break. We have also discussed with the Clangrala senators the possibility of a joint event. I am working on my Senator Project through the p-card committee and procuring the necessary information in order to achieve my proposal.

Clangrala

For my senator project, the Chamber of Commerce was not able to meet with us as originally planned so we've decided to approach local businesses individually. Will, Nirabh, Elaine and I
will meet either Wednesday or Thursday to delegate tasks and decide who will be speaking to different businesses. We will all be in Grinnell for some portion of fall break, and we plan to meet with these businesses in person during that time to talk about potential options for student discounts. Hopefully, we can start implementing and publicizing things after the break.

Nelson and I hosted our first Hall Council this past Sunday in Lyle’s Pub. We had a $50 tab, and 15 constituents showed up. Most people were upperclassmen without questions about SGA or concerns within our cluster. They mainly just used the event as a chance to relax, do homework and of course eat some free food. However, we did have two members of the Ultimate Frisbee team come to us with a real concern. They were wondering about the feasibility of having access to an athletic trainer or doctor, starting next semester. We told them we would bring it up in Campus Council to see if the competitive sports budget would allow for them to pay a physical therapist or doctor to visit once a week for one or two hours and be available to their players. We encouraged them to talk to the trainers and administration at the Bear to see if it would be possible for them to have a location for their trainer/doctor to treat their players (potentially also using the athletic training room). Another concern these constituents brought up was about working to get an ice machine available to all students (at the Bear). Currently only varsity athletes can get ice, but it would be beneficial for intramural sports and students in general so long as the liability could be waved in some way.

Regarding 10/10, I believe it went relatively smoothly. The Clangrala SAs helped me and Nelson distribute the chips and water, which seemed to go over well.

Senator Weidman - We had to members of the women’s Frisbee team that have concerns about not having access to athletic trainers because they will play on minor injuries which they play on to keep them from playing long term. Is there a way we could have hours for them to be given attention from doctors in town or the athletic trainers? Could we use part of their competitive sports fund?

Treasurer Magar – A lot of the polo team is better off because they are mostly members of swimming teams as well, but we looked at this last year for Frisbee and it was very expensive.

ACE Goreham – as someone that works in the athletic training room, I know that is something they cannot do. They can come in to get ice but the trainers is a part of the Athletics organization. They are trying to get a third trainer but that is difficult and a part of larger Athletics department concerns.

Senator Ogbuagu - thank you for that clarification, but we heard from members of that team are not able to access the ice because there currently is one member of that team that goes to get ice from the training room. So are you saying that they are allowed to get ice from the training room?

ACE Goreham – I am saying that they should be able to get ice because there are people that will come from working out in the athletics center that have issues from treadmill injuries that we give ice too. But if the whole team came in, that may be an issue.
Senator Koirala - I run the soccer team and we get some bigger injuries and we have issues where people split their head open but get sent to SHACS.

Senator Hamilton - I think we should make people aware if the Frisbee teams are going to start going to get ice, but there are trainers that go to the high school so maybe there are ways that we can get some attention like that to these teams

ACE Goreham – I think there are liability issues that people in the training room just don’t have waivers and aren’t liable to handle—so they say to go to the hospital because they shouldn’t legally be doing that.

Services Fang - this is something that we should meet to talk with Mulholland and Paula Smith because we have talked about other student group liability issues.

Canada
We hosted a grill-out Saturday, specifically designed to be in between the sporting events that day and the evening’s festivities. We were able to meet some of our constituents as they passed through or stopped by the grills in the north courtyard. Most of the constituents we talked to were first years, and they were mostly concerned with what 10/10 would be like. All in all, it was a success to be able to meet several first year constituents as well as engage with the multitude of upperclassmen that were hanging around the event.

Old Business
No Old Business
New Business
10/10 updates/reactions

President Awe - I just wanted to thank you all for taking 10/10 seriously and everything went so well. We had a good time and did so in a safe manner. Thank you all for your role in that. We plan on sending out an email to say thank you, so we wanted to make sure there wasn’t anything bad that we weren’t aware of. Thanks all for your help, let us know if there is anything you want to add to the email.